Discussion Topic #6 Instructions
Motivation, Leadership Styles, and Work Values
Prompt #1:  Of the following four, which goal orientation characteristic best describes you: (1) High Mastery / Low Performance; (2) High Mastery / High Performance; (3) Low Mastery / High Performance; or (4) Low Mastery / Low Performance)?  Did the goal orientation surveys (and associated tables) accurately describe your own motivation-related perceptions of yourself?

	While taking the Goal Orientation Survey I found information relating to my performance and mastery goals. The outcome of the survey informed me of a score high in both performance and mastery goal orientation. With a score of 42 on the performance scale it was clear that I am somewhat driven by extrinsic motivation, or,"the desire by the pursuit of external rewards or the avoidance of eternal punishments," Performance goals include a determination of complete accomplishments. According to Hamilton, "Performance goals focus on a specific level of achievement such as an A in a class, a promotion at work, or winning a competition,"(p. 413). This result directly reflects how I view approaching tasks and is an accurate interpretation of 
	While interpreting my results for the second portion of the survey, my score informed me that I was also ranked high in my mastery goal orientation. I received a score of 55. I have always had inspiration to better myself and according to the book, mastery is directly linked to intrinsic motivation. This motivation includes the desire to pursue goals for that individual to benefit personally and internally. I aim to master or learn something new. Similar to Hamilton's definition that, "Mastery goals, focus on improving one's level of skill or competence at the task,"(p. 413). I was happy to find that both of my results directly reflect my motivation-related perceptions.
	

Prompt #2:  Make some connections between the concept of goal orientation and some of the other concepts discussed in Chapter 12 of your textbook (as well as any of the other applicable readings / presentations for the week).  As a leader, do you believe it’s important to foster a mastery goal-oriented perspective among employees (yes / no / it depends)?  Why?  From your perspective, what would be your goals for creating a positive motivational climate in the workplace, and how might you go about accomplishing that objective?  Be specific.

	I believe its important to foster a mastery goal-oriented perspective among employees, but it does all depend on the timing and situation. I've learned that an individual's response will vary in different types of situations . In order to create a motivational environment in my work place, my two main goals include good communication and positive attitudes. Both aspects have their challenges but I find that when these things are controlled the effectiveness is unmeasurable. In my work environment one individual's mood can impact the whole store. In order to make sure my employees are doing the best job they can, I must make sure they have the correct mindset. We communicate about many things, but communicating about our feelings helps lead to underlying issues and then progress to solve them. 
	I found many relevant points while reading about Applying Goal Theory Based Performance Management Techniques To Improve Employee Motivation and Performance. The acronym SMART was created to remember important goal characteristics. This helps to ensure subordinates have clear information regarding current goals. SMART influences a leader's goals by breaking them down to be Specific, Measurable, Ambitious, Realistic and Time-phased. "The ability to structure goals properly for individual employees has been shown to have a direct and powerful effect on an employee's motivation and subsequent performance,"(p. 3). SMART minimizes confusion and distractions while slowly building up an employee's ambition. 

Prompts #3, #4, & #5 Set-up:  Review Discussion Topic #6 Set-Up Document  - Leadership Style Survey and associated content.
Prompt #3:  Review the Hersey-Blanchard Model of leadership (in your textbook), which suggests that optimal leadership behavior varies based on follower readiness. Consider the work group you had in mind when you completed the questionnaire. Was the group in Stage 1, Stage 2, Stage 3, or Stage 4 in terms of readiness? Explain your answer.
	When analyzing and applying follower readiness to my current work situation I was able to conclude a couple observations. Even though the stages are meant to apply to specific individuals/situations, I was able to find some consistency with all of my coworkers. Most of my employees have a sense of belonging and are aware of the tasks that need to be completed. This is considered Stage 2, Participating. Hamilton says this is when you're working a job and,"you've been there long enough to have general sense of what the work involves and thus you are willing to jump in and give it a try, but you still lack the necessary expertise to do well." They are well aware of their responsibilities but still need some guidance for success. The other employees I would consider Stage 3. They have a knowledge of work that needs to be done that day and most of the time it's not required to give an immense amount of direction or instruction, mostly delegation. 


Prompt #4:  Based on your score, is your leadership style telling, selling, participating, or delegating?  To what extent do you agree with this assessment?  Provide examples from your own life where you experienced each of the leadership style-related behaviors (telling, selling, participating, and delegating). 

	My leadership style depends mostly on the co-worker as an individual or the situation as a whole. However, based on my score, I am considered to have low task-oriented leadership and low relationship-oriented leadership styles. Most of my employees only require delegation and are "expert follower's that need little or no instruction or relational support," (p. 403). I believe that this could be consistent with my survey results but inconsistent to my overall leadership style on a day to day basis. I have to deal with all of these leadership styles everyday depending on the follower readiness. 

Prompt #5:  Review the information regarding Tuckman’s Stages of Team Development model (in the Week 6 Readings).  Contrast leadership style with the various stages of team development.  Do you see a connection?  Discuss team leadership behaviors (and motivational approaches) that you think would be applicable to each of Tuckman’s stages of team development.

	If you follow Tuckman's stages, ideally the leader should eventually have a low task-oriented and low relationship-oriented leadership style. At this point, followers are informed of their responsibilities and successfully follow through with them. Some may say that stage 4 directly correlates with Tuckman's Performing Stage. The performance stage is when employees are meeting maximum potential. This stage exists when members care about one another and work cohesively with interdependence. 
	Comparatively, the goal orientation stage of Telling can be compared to the Forming stage of Tuckman's stages of team development. The model indicates that the forming stage consists of variables similar to starting a new job. These included; establishing expectations, acquiring common goals, bonding and developing trust with coworkings and lastly, building an interdependent work environment. In order to reach the goal of success within a business, it would be wise to consider both Tuckerman's tiers and the approach of goal orientation leadership. 

Prompt #6:  List your scores from the Work Values Survey 
	My Social Values score is:   3
	My Extrinsic Values score is: 4
	My Power Values score is:  3
	My Intrinsic Values score is: 4

Prompt #7:  Comment on your highest score(s).  To what extent do you believe the Leadership Style Survey captured applicable aspects of your own leadership style?  Does your highest score(s) fit with researchers’ predictions about the connection between culture and individual motivations to work? Explain.  Would you say that your high score on this scale accurately represents your overall values in life? Why or why not?
 
	My two highest scores were Extrinsic and Intrinsic values. This directly connects to the first survey that I took which stated I was high in Mastery and Performance. I agree that there is a connection between culture and individual motivations but I believe it's a broad conclusion that has many inconsistent variables. There is a grey are between what values one can trace to culture verse what values could be developed through time. Back in chapter 1 we learned what culture is. Hamiliton defined it as, "A set of values, shared by a group of people, which shape and influence the norms, attitudes, beliefs, expectations, perceptions and behaviors of the group members,"(p. 6).
	The type of culture being analyzed will impact the strength of the connection to individual motivations. If an individual is studying the United States as a whole, it is a broad classification to say all individual motivations are equal. Contrary, the study will produce much different results if the variables are more specific. These variables may include aspects like, religion, location, nature/nurture, and personal development. In the United States it is too broad to say most workers have the same individual motivations and yet we are all of the same culture because of where we live. However, if we look at the individual motivations of 18-25 year olds in the United States, we may find they work harder. My point is, whether it be by race, age or sex, the actual connection between individual motivations will be stronger and weaker depending on the specific culture being studied. 
	When analyzing my own test results, my two highest scores were Extrinsic and Intrinsic values. This directly connects to the Goal Orientation Survey that I first took, which stated I was high in Mastery and Performance. Overall, this exercise has succeeded in representing my overall values. I believe that the results were somewhat broad, but not inaccurate. The Leadership Style Survey was more informative than applicable. It gave me a perspective that I've never been able to view before by teaching me types of approaches that I unconsciously use already. 

Prompt #8:  Overall, how well is your current value system toward work functioning in your life? Is it creating a high degree of satisfaction with your work, or inhibiting your satisfaction with your work? How is this affecting your behaviors?  Explain.  Be specific and illustrate some specific work-related behaviors to illustrate your points.
	Overall, my current value system toward work is functioning successfully. I believe I have found an efficient balance between my work, school, and life. Although I can't predict the future, my current methods seem to be working. I guess I have adopted a sense of leadership, much like what Drew Dudley talks about. In his video he speaks about the stigma of responsibility that comes with leadership. This excerpt explains:

		We've made it about changing the world. And we've taken this title of leader, and we treat it as if it's 
		something that one day we're going to deserve, but to give it to ourselves right now means a level of
		arrogance or cockiness that we're not comfortable with. And I worry sometimes that we spend so much 		time cerebrating amazing things that hardly anybody can do that we've convinced ourselves that those 	
		are the only things worth celebrating, and we start to devalue the things that we can do every day and 
		we start to take moments where we truly are a leader and we don't let ourselves take credit for it, and 
		we don't let ourselves feel good about it. (Dudley, :15). 

	I agree with Dudley that leadership shouldn't be complicated. That the small interactions can tumbleweed into something beautiful that we may never know even existed. Similarly, I try to make every experience a positive one. If a simple gesture such as smile can make someone's day better, It's almost unimaginable the reactions that other unexpected acts of kindness will create. I try to apply these values every day especially in my work environment. 
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